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The angular distribution functions for electrons and photons in a cascade shower produced 
by a primary electron or photon of finite energy E0 are deduced in approximation A of the 
cascade theory. 1 The angular distribution functions of the shower particles are also derived 
in the case when the electrons and photons are continuously produced along the whole shower 
path by some non -electromagnetic penetrating component. 

MANY papers have been devoted to the determina- Here p (Eo. E, t, (J) and r (Eo. E, t, (J) are the 
tion of the angular distribution function of particles sought electron and photon distribution functions 
in cascade showers. In the multiple-scattering over the energy E, the depth t (measured in 
small-angle approximation (Landau approxima- shower units), and the angle of deflection from 
tion), this function was obtained by several au- the shower axis (J (two-dimensional angle); L1 
thors. 1- 6 In some papers7- 9 the angular problem and L2 are integral operators that account for the 
was solved without assuming the particle scatter- radiative retardation and pair production;1 Ek 
ing angles to be small and without using the Landau = Es(Lres/Lrad)112; Es = 21 Mev. Usually we 
approximation. In most of these investigations, assume Ek = Es· The boundary conditions 
only the so-called "equilibrium" angle function p (Eo, E, o, 0) = {j (Eo_ E) {j (0), r (Eo, E, o, O) = o 
was studied, i.e., the function integrated over the 
entire depth of the layer of the substance in which or 
the cascade developed. In all the indicated papers, 0 P (Eo, E, 0, 0) = , f (Eo, E, 0, 0) = {) (Eo -E) {) (0) 
the authors neglected the dependence of the cas-
cade parameter s on the angle e, i.e., they obtained 
essentially expressions valid only for E0 = oo ( E0 

is the energy of the shower-producing primary). 
One of us 10 obtained for the shower particles 

an angular-distribution equilibrium function valid 
for any finite value of E0• We have previously11 

calculated approximately the particle angular dis
tribution functions in a shower produced by a pri
mary of specified finite energy. The purpose of 
the present investigation was the derivation of 
exact expressions for the sought angle functions 
for many particular cases. 

1. Let us write the principal equations of the 
cascade theory, assuming the particle deviation 
angles to be small and regarding the scattering 
as multiple, so that cos (J can be replaced by 
unity and the Laplacian operator can be expressed 
in the form !:l.e = e-1( alae)( ea/ ae): 

iJP (E0 , E, t, 0)/iJt = L1 [P (E0 , E, t, 0), 

r (E0 , E, t, O)l + (E~/4£2) !:l.eP (E0 , E, t, 0), 
iJf (E0 , E, t, 6)/iJt = L2 [P (E0 , E, t, 0), f (E0 , E, t, O)L 

(1) 

correspond either to one primary electron vertic
ally incident on the boundary of the layer of matter 
at t = 0, or, analogously, to one photon. 

Let us expand the functions P and r in Bessel 
functions of zero order, using the relations 

00 

P (Eo, E, t, 0) = ~ Dp (E0 , E, t, k) J0 (kO) kdk, 
0 

00 

Dp(E0 , E,t,k) = ~ P (E0 , E, t, 0) J0 (ktJ) OdO, 
0 

and analogously for the functions r. Multiplying 
(1) by J0( k(J) (J and integrating with respect to (J 

from zero to infinity, we obtain 

iJDp (E0 , E, t, k)!iJt = L1 [Dp (E0 , E, t, k), Dr (/:o, E, t, k)l 

- (EV4£2) k2Dp (E0 • E, t, k), 

iJDr (E0 , E, t, k)!iJt = L2 [Dp (Eo, E, t, k), Dr (E0 , E, t, k)L 
(2) 

We seek the functions Dp and Dr in the form 
Dp, r (E0 , E, t, k) 

- - 1 8-teoo ..!!!__ (~)s ~ (- E~k2 )m •hp, r (s t) 
- 4J1:2i ~ E E ~ 4£2 'Ym ' ' 

8-ico m=O 

(3) 
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Substituting (3) in (2) and equating coefficients of 
equal powers of (- Efck2 I 4E2 ), we obtain equations 
for the determination of lfJi:ir ( s, t): 

a~)~ (s, t)!at +A (s) '¢~ (s, t) - B (s) '¢~ (s, t) = 0, 

a'ljJ~ (s, f)/at - c (s) 'ljJ~ (s, t) +au~-~ ( ~. t) = 0, 

8'\jJ~ (s, t)!at +A (s +2m) 'ljJ~ (s, t) - B (s +2m) 'ljJ~ (s, t) 

- 'ljJ~-1 (s, t) = 0, 

a'ljJ~ (s, t)!at - c (s +2m) 'ljJ~ (s, t) + ao'\)J~ (s, t) = 0, 

m>l. 
The explicit expressions and the values of the func
tions A ( s ), B ( s ), C ( s ), as well as the functions 
:.\1 ( s), A.2 ( s ) , and H1 ( s), which will be introduced 
subsequently, can be found in reference 1. Multi
plying the preceding equations by e -A.t and inte
grating with respect to t from zero to infinity, we 
obtain equations for the functions l/Jm ( s, A.). The 
form of the functions ¢{ri•r ( s, t = 0) is determined 
by the initial conditions. It is easily seen that in 
the case of a primary electron the only non-vanish
ing functions are 

{'¢~ (s, A)}P = 1/'ljJ (A, s), 

{'ljJr (s, }.){ = C (s)/'¢ (A, s) (A + ao), 

and in the case of a primary photon 
P r B (s) 

No (s, A)} = ljJ (/., s) (/.+Go) , 

{,hr ( A)}r = B (s) C (s) + ljJ (/., s) (/. + cr0 ) 

'YO S, ljJ (/., s) (/. + cr0 )2 • 

Here 
'ljJ (A, s) = [A -A1 (s)] [A- A2 (s)]/(A +Go), 

where A. 1 ( s) and A.2( s) are the roots of the equa
tion ljJ (A., s) = 0. In the case of the primary elec
tron we obtain for { ¢{ri ( s, A.)} P the following ex
pressions: 

{'¢[ (s, A)}P = 1/'¢ (A, s)'¢ (A, s +2), 

{'ljJf (s, A)}P = 1/'¢ (A, s) 'ljJ (A, s+2) 'ljJ (A, s + 4), 

... {'¢;,' (s, A)}P = 1/\f (A, s) 'ljJ (A, s t- 2) ... 'ljJ (A, s + 2n). 

Hence, taking the inverse Laplace transform, neg
lecting terms proportional to exp { A.2 ( s) t} , 
exp {A.2(s+2)t}, exp {A.1(s+2)t}, exp {A.1(s+4)t}, 
etc., and substituting the resultant expression for 
{¢{ri(s, t)}P in (3), we obtain* 

B+ioo 

p 1 r ds ( E)' Dp (Eo, E, t, k) = 4n2i ~ E y H1 (s) e"•<s)t 

5-ioo 

X 1 k _j_ " { 
£2 k2 1 ( £2 k2 ) 2 

' - 4£2 ljJ [/.1 (s), s + 2] ' 4£2 

X '(1[/.ds),s-j-~]ljJ[I.I(s),s+4] + ... +(----;-J)n 

E~k2 )n 1 } 
X ( 4£" , ljJ [I.I(s), s + 2] ... ljJ [/.I(s), s !- 2n] + ·'' · 

*It should be noted that this method of analysis makes it 
possible to take the discarded terms into account. 

Integrating Dp ( E0, E', t, k) with respect to E' 
from E to infinity, we obtain the function 
n& ( E0, E, t, k), which determines the number 
of electrons with energy greater than E. 

Let us approximate the function ~Po (A., s) by the 
following expression: 1 

'ljJ (A, s) = 'ljJo (A, s) = f (A) [s- S1 (A) lis. (4) 

Substituting ip0(A.,s) in Dp(E0, E, t, k) and 
D~ ( E0, E, t, k), summing the series, and using 
the formula for the inversion of the Fourier
Bessel transform, we obtain 

S+ico 

p 1 ~ ds ( E " {p (Eo E t 9)} =- - ---'1) H1 (s) el.,(s)t 
' ' ' 4n2i E E 

O~ioo 

After evaluating the integral with respect to k, 
we get 

S+ico ( · )/ 
P 1 ~ ds z H-s 2K (z) 

{P (E0 , !'., t, 0)} = 4~ 2 t. •- _E H (s) evs+A,(s)l s/2 
" . 1 622s/2f(1-j-s/2)' 

0--ioo 

{N P (Eo, F, t, 0){ 
1+ioo (2+s);2 

= _1_ (' t!:!._ Hl (s) eys+A,(s)l z K(2-S)/2 (z) 
4n2i .\_ s Q22(s-2)/2r (s/2) ' 

S-LOO 

where { Np ( E0, E, t, (})} p is the electron angular 
distribution function, integrated over E. Here y 
=ln(E0/E), z=E8/P, where P=Ek/2~, 
K 11 ( z) is the modified Bessel function of second 
kind of order v' and r ( s ) is the gamma function 
of argument s. If we calculate the integral with 
respect to s in { Np ( E0, E, t, (})} p by the method 
of steepest descent, neglecting the dependence of 
s on (}, we obtain Belen'kii's results1 for the case 

Eo = 00 
: (2+sl/2K ( ) 

p p z (2-S)/2 z 
{N P (Eo, E, t, 6)} = {N P (Eo, E, f)} 2n 1322 <s 2l/2r (s/2) (5) 

In this same approximation we obtain for 
{ P ( E0, E, t, (}) } P the expression 

z<Hs)/2K (z) 
{p (Eo E t O)}P = {P (Eo E t)}P ' 12 • (6) 

' ' ' ' ' 2n6 225/ 2r (1 + s/2) 

The quantities y, s, and t in (5) and (6) are re
lated by the equation y +A.! ( s) t = 0, which coin
cides with the corresponding relation in one
dimensional cascade theory. Let us calculate 
{ Np ( E0, E, t, (})} p and { P ( E0, E, t, (})} p by 
the method of steepest descent more accurately, 
taking the dependence of s on (} into account, 
i.e., assuming Eo to be a finite quantity. Then* 

*In all formulas of Sec. 1 we have a = A; (s) t and L 
= ,\~ (s) t; in all formulas of Sec 2, we have 

a= 1.~ (s) I- 1.~ (s) I [/.1 (s) + !Ll. 

L = }.~ (s) t- {/.~ (s) [/.1 (s) + 1-11- [/.~ (s))2} I [/.1(s) -l-!-1]2. 
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{Np (Eo, E, t, 6)}P =HI (s) {1 [s, K<2-s);2 (z),Ll, (5') 

and s is determined by the condition cp 1 ( s, 2 - s, a) 
= 0, where 2 

cpi (s, v, a) = y +a + 0.5 In z + (d/ds) In Kv (z); 

/I [s, Kv (z), L] = . z<2ts)/2 exp {ys +At (s) i} Kv (z) . 

2:rt6 225/ 2r (1 + s(2) {2:rt [L + (d2fds2 ) InK. (z)]}'/, 

Analogously we find 

{P (Eo, E, t, 6)}P = HI(~) {1 [s, Ks;2 (z), L] z!E; (6') 

s is determined by the condition cp 1(s, s/2, a)= 0. 
When z « 1, (5') and (6') can be rewritten in a 
more convenient form 

{Np (Eo, E, t, 6)}P fz~I 

= f2 [s, 2 -;- s' LJ 21- 5HI (s) zsr (1- s/2)/r (s/2); (5") 

Here s is determined by the condition cp 2 (s, 2; s, a) 
= 0, where 

cp2 (s, v, a) = y +a +In z- 0,5 In 2- 0.5 'I' (v) + l/2 v. 

Analogously 

{P (Eo, E, t, en:~l =HI (s) fz [s, s/2, L] z2/E; (6") 

s is determined by the condition cp 2( s, s/2, a) = 0. 
Here 

L exp {ys +At (s) t} 
f2 (s, v, ) = 2:rtf)2s {2:rt [L + (dfds) (0.51jl (v) -1/Zv)]}'/, 

In these formulas 1/J (x) = d Inr(x+1)/dx. When 
z « 1, the value of s for the function { Np} P can-

not be greater than 2 (if s is one-dimensional it is 
less than 2). The value of s for { N p }P depends 
on z, approaching s = 2 as z - 0, where for { P} P 
the value of s is independent of z when z « 1. 

When z » 1, (5') and (6') assume the form 

{N p (Eo, E, t, 8)}P Jz~l = {N p (Eo, E, t)}P fa (s, z) s, (5"') 

{P (Eo, E, t, 6)}P lz~I = {P (Eo, E, t){ fa (s, z) z. (6 "') 

Here s is determined by the condition cp 3(s, a) 
= y + a + 0.5 In z = 0, and 

z<t+s)/2e-z 

fa (s, .z.) = z<Hs)/2n'l•e•r (1 + s/2) • 

By way of an example illustrating the applica
tion of the formulas obtained for E0 ~ oo, Fi~. 1, 
2, and 3 show the function { Np ( E0, E, t, e)} , 
calculated by formulas (5'), (5"), and (5"') for 
three values of the parameter s. The abscissas 
represent log z, where z = EB/2/2.29. The or
dinates represent the logarithm of the quantity 

{F1 (Eo, z, s)}P = 2nP2 {N P (Eo, E, t, 8)}P/ £2 {N P (Eo, E, t)}P. 

The solid curves correspond to different values 
of (E0 /E) = 10n. The dotted curves are'ealculated, 
in accordance with references 1 and 7, for the case 
( Eo /E ) = oo • The values of the cascade parameter 
s are indicated in the figures. It is evident from 
the figures that the less the ratio E0/E and the 
less z, i.e., the less e, the greater the influence 
of the finite E0 on the form of the angular distri
bution functions, as expected from physical con
siderations. 
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Let us derive expressions for the photon angu
lar distribution function. Replacing l/J (A., s) by 
1fJ0 (A., s ), assuming that approximately C ( s) = 1/s, 
and using the Fourier-Bessel transform, we obtain 

<+ioo 
P 1 (' ds ( £ 0)s C (s) el-,(s)l 

{r (Eo, E, t, 6)} = 4n2i .l E E '"1 (s)- Az (s) 
8-ioo 

oo [ £2 kZ J-s/2 
X ~ 1 + 4£ 2 ; ('"1) 10 (k6) kdk. 

0 

Integrating with respect to k and calculating the 
integral with respect to s in { r ( E0, E, t, 9)} P 
by the method of steepest descents without allow
ance for the dependence of s on () ( E0 = oo), we 
obtain 

(Hs)/2K ( ) 
{r (Eo, E, t, 6){ = {r (Eo, E, t){ 2 

( ;~;s)/2 2 
, (7) 

2n6 22 s- r (s/2) 

where s is determined by the condition y + "-1 ( s) t 

~ 

~ 

"""' 1\ 
\ 

-f 0 logZ I 

FIG. 3 

= 0. Integrating { r ( E0, E', t, 9)} P with respect 
to E' from E to infinity, we obtain the angular 
distribution function integrated over the energy 

p p sF 1 (s, z) ( ) {Nr (Eo, E, t, 6)} = {Nr (Eo, E, t)} (s 2)12 , 8 
2n 6 22 r (s/2) 

where s is determined by the same condition as in 
(7), and 

00 

F1 (s, z) = z' ~ dz' z'-sf2K(2-s);2 (z'). 

For convenience in comparison with experiment, 
it is expedient to introduce angular distribution 
functions normalized to unity 

00 

~ F (s, z) zdz = 1. 
0 

We note that these functions F ( s, z) can be 
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readily obtained from the corresponding functions 
of angular distribution for the total number of 
particles 

{pd (s z)}P = 2:rt~ {P, r (E0, E. t, 6)}P 
P, r ' E• {P, f (E0 , E, t}P ' 

i p pz {Np,r(E0 ,E,t,S)}P 
{F P. r (s, z)} = 2:rt £2 P 

{N P, r (E0, E, f)} 

Let us write them in explicit form 

F d p z'12Ks/2 (z) i P sF1 (s, z) 
{ P (s, z)} = 2''2r (1 +s/2)' {Fr (s, z)} = 2<' 2 >12 f (s/2) z2 ' 

. z<>-2)/2K (z) 
{F 1 (s z)}P = {Fd (s z){ = <2-s)/2 

P ' r ' 2<' 2>12r (s/2) 

From a comparison of these formulas we see that 
the electron angular distribution function, normal
ized to unity and integral in E, is the same as the 
photonangular distribution function, which is differ
ential in E. At the maximum of the shower (when 
s = 1) the foregoing expressions assume a particu
larly simple form 

{F~(l. z)}P = -Ei (-z)/z, 

{F1 (1, z)}P = {F~ (1, z)}P = e-2 /Z. 

We now calculate for {rP} and {Nr }P the 
integral with respect to s by the method of steep
est descent, taking into account the dependence of 
s on e. Then 

{f (Ec. E, t, B)}P = t~[s, 2 --;-- 5 ; LjsH3 (s) IE; (7') 

s is determined by the conditions cp 1 (s, 2 ; s. a) 

=0, and H3(s)=C(s)/[A.1(s)-A.2(s)]. Analo
gously, 

{Nr (Eo. E. t, B)( = Ha (s) s{1 [s, F1 (s, z), L]. (8') 

Here s is determined by the condition cp 4 ( s, a) 
= y +a+ (d/ds) In F1(s,z) = 0. 

As before, the expression (7') can be simplified 
for z « 1 and z » 1. When z « 1 we have 

{f (Eo, E, t, fl)}P lz<1 

= H 3 (s)f2 [s, 2 ; 5 ,L]s·2Hz•r(I-sj2)/f(s/2)E; 

s is determined by the relation cp 2 (s, 2 ; s, a) 

= 0. When z » 1 we have 

{f (Eo, E, t, B)t lz~1= {f (Eo E, t)}Pfa (s, z) s, (7"') 

where s is determined by the relation cp 3 ( s, a) = 0. 
Let us consider now the angular distribution of 

particles in a shower produced by a primary pho
ton. As in the case of a primary electron, we seek 
the solution in the form (3). Calculating the cor-

responding integral with respect to s by the method 
of steepest descent, disregarding the dependence of 
s on (), we obtain 

{P (E0 , E, t, 6){ = 2 {P (Eo, E, t){f4(s, Ks;2 (z)l zis, (9) 

{Np (E0 , E, t, 6)}r = 2{Np (Eo, E, t)}r/4 [s, K<2-s)/2 (z)l. (10) 

Here s is determined by the condition of the one
dimensional theory, and 

{4 [s, K v (z) l = z<•+2>12Kv (z)/2:rt622'12f (s/2). 

If we calculate in the expressions for { P} r and 
{Np}r the integrals with respect to s withal
lowance for the dependence of s on (), i.e., for 
E0 ¢ oo , we obtain 

{P (E0 , E, t, 6){ = H 4 (s) /1 [s, Ks;2 (z), Ll z!E, (9') 

{N p (E0 , E, t, 8){ = H4 (s) / 1 [s, K<2-s>;2 (z), L]; (10') 

s is determined by the condition cp 1( s, v, a)= 0, 
and H4(s)=B(s)/[A.1(s) -A.2(s)]. 

If z « 1 or z » 1, the preceding formulas can 
be written in simpler form. When z « 1 we get 

{P (Eo, E, t, 6){ lz<1 = H4 (s) / 2 [s, s/2, Ll <.2/E, 

{N p (Eo, E, t, 6) { iz<t 

[ 2-s J = H4 (s) / 2 s, - 2- , L 2Hz•r (1- s/2)/f (s/2), 

(9") 

(10") 

s is determined by the condition cp 2( s, v, a)= 0 
(with s < 2). When z » 1 we get 

{P (Eo, E, t, 6)}r /z>1= {P (Eo, E, tWfa (s, z) z, (9"') 

Here s is determined by the condition cp 3( s, a) = 0. 
We consider the angular distribution function of 

the photons in the shower due to the primary pho
ton. After making all the necessary calculations, 
we obtain the following final expressions. Disre
garding the dependence of s on (), 

{f (E0 , E, t, 6){ = (2:rt)-1e-"•16 (E0 - E) 6 (6) 

+ 2 {f (E 0 , E, t){f4 [s, K(2-s)/2 (z)], (11) 

{Nr (E0 , E, t, 6){ = (2:rt)-16 (6) e-o,t 

+ 2 {Nr (E0 , E, t){f4 [s, F1 (s, z)] z-<•+2)!2 ; (12) 

s is determined by the condition of the one-dimen
sional theory. If the dependence of s on·() is 
taken into account, 

{f (£0 , E, t, 6){ = (2:rt)-1e-"•16 (Eo -E) 6 (6) 

+ H4 (s) C (s) /1 Is, K(2-s);2 (2), L] s/[1.1 (s) + aol E, 
(11') 

whe(re : ~: de\ermined by the condition 

Cf'1 s, - 2-, a} = 0. Further 
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{Nr (Eo. E, t, 0){ = (2rtt1e-"•1& (0) 

+ H4 (s)C (s) {1 [s, F1 (s, z), Ll s/[A1 (s) + a 0 ] z<s+2)!2; 

(12') 

s is determined by the condition qJ 4(s, a)= 0. 
When z « 1, making allowance for the depend

ence of s on fJ, we get 

{f (Eo, E, t, 0){ lz~1 = e-o,t 0 (Eo- E) 0 (8)/2rt 

+ H4 (s) C (s) {2 [ s, 2 -;- 5 , Lj s 21-'z'f (I - s/2)/ [1,1 (s) 

+ <r0 ] r (s/2) E; (11") 

s is determined by the condition qJ 2 ( s, 2 ; s, a) 

= 0. For z » 1 we get 

{f (E E t O)}rl = 6(Eo-E)6(8)e-a,t 
Ot , ' Z~l 2n: 

+ {f (Eo, E, t){f3 (s, z) s, (11'") 

where s is determined by the condition qJ3(s, a) 
= 0. 

For the corresponding functions, normalized to 
one particle, we obtain the following expressions: 

Fd r z'i2Ks/2 (z) Fi r z<s-2)/2K(2-s)/2 (z) 
{ p (s, z)} = 2S/2r (1 + s/2) , { p (s, z)} = --,--~=----.::.c::_::___ 2(s-2)12r (s/2) 

The functions {r}r and {Nr }r are each a sum 
of two terms, the first of which contains 6 ( fJ) 
and consequently complicated expressions are 
obtained for {F~(s, z)}r and {F~(s, z)}r. 
Simpler and more convenient expressions can be 
obtained by normalizing to unity only the second, 
non-singular term. Then the corresponding func
tions assume the form 

(s-2)/2K ( ) . 
~d r _ z (2-s)/2 z pt 8 z) r=-- sF.(s, z) 

{F r (s, z)} - 2<' 2l12r (s/2) ' { r ( , } 2<' 2l/2r (s/2) z• 

From a comparison of the electron angular distri
bution functions normalized to unity we see that 

they are independent of the nature of the shower
producing particle at all depths t. For the corre
sponding photon functions, this conclusion is valid 
only for depths t > 1, where the effect of the term 
with the 6-function can be neglected. Consequently, 
the nature of the primary particle must be taken 
into account only in calculations of the photon an
gular distribution at depths t ~ 1. We note that 
in this case it is necessary to include some of the 
terms which we have previously discarded-those pro
protional to exp { 11.2 ( s ) t} etc. The method of cal
culation used in the present paper enables us in 
principle to take these terms into account. The 
table lists the asymptotic behavior of the normal
ized angular distribution functions for z - 0 at 
different values of s. 

2. We now obtain the angular distribution func
tions of the particles in the case when some pene
trating radiation of non-electromagnetic nature, 
which is absorbed as e-JJ.t, generates electrons 
or photons continuously along the entire path of 
development of the electron-photon shower. Let 
Sp ( E0, E, t, fJ) electrons and Sr ( E0, E, t, fJ) 
photons be generated in a single energy and angle 
interval of unit thickness. 

The fundamental equations of this problem can 
then be written in the form 

ap (Eo, E, t, 0)/at = L1 [P (Eo, E, t, 6), r (Eo, E, t, 6)1 

+ (E~/4£2) D.eP + Sp (Eo, E, t, 6), 

ar (Eo, E, t, 6)/at = L2 [P (Eo, E, t, 6), r (Eo, E, t, 8)1 

+ Sr (Eo, E, t, 6). (1') 

Asymptotic behavior of normalized angular distribution 
functions as z - 0 in the case E0 = oo 

I Region of I Asymptotic expression of Form of function variation 
of s the function 

{F'J, (s, z)}P, {F'J, (s, z)}r s>O ~ 1/s 

O<s<2 ~ 21-'r (1- sj2)/z2-'r (s/2) 

{f ~ (s, z)}P, {F~ (s, z)l s = 2 ~-lnz 

s> 2 ~ 1/(s -2) 

O<s<2 ~ 2l-Sf (1- sj2)jz2-Sf (s/2) 

{F~ (s, z)}P, {F~ (s, z)}r s = 2 ~-lnz 

s> 2 ~ 1/(S- 2) 

O<s<2 ~ s21-'r (1- s;2) (-In z)/z2-'r (s/2) 

(f ~ (s, z))P, {F} (s, z))I' s = 2 ~ (lnz)2 

s> 2 ~ sj(s -2)2 
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We take the source functions in two forms:* 
1) Sr (Eo, E, t, fl) = 0, 

Sr (Fo, E, t, fl) = b (Eo- E) b (8) e-l't, 
2) Sr (Eo, E, t, 8) = b (Eo -E) b (8) e-l'1, 

Sr (Eo, E, t, 6) = 0. 
1) 1n this case, making the necessary calcula-

tions, we obtain the function P ( E0, E, t, (}) in the 
form 

(P (E0 , E, t, en•r 
= _i_ot·oo !!s__ (Eo )s H4 (s) exp [1,1 (s) ll z<Hs)/2Ks/2 (z) • (13) 

4n2i .)_ E E [1,1 (s) +ILl f) 22512r (1 + sj2) 
&-lCO 

Let us calculate the integral with respect to s in 
(13) without regard of the dependence of s on (}. 
We then sum the series in the second term, and, 
integrating with respect to k, obtain finally 

{P (Eo, E, t, fl)}'r =2{P (Eo, E, t)} 5r/4 [s, Ks;2 (z)l z!s, (14) 

{N r (Eo, E, t, fl)}sr = 2 {N r (Eo, E, t)}8r/4 [s, K<2-s)/2 (z)l. (15) 

Here { P ( E0, E, t) }sr and { Np ( E0, E, t)} sr are 
functions of the one-dimensional development of a 
cascade shower, generated by the penetrating radi
ation, 1 while the quantity s is determined by the 
condition y +a= 0. 

Evaluating the integral, with allowance for the 
dependence of the saddle point on (}, we obtain 
{P (Eo, E, t, fl)}'r 

= H4 (s) /I [s, Ks;2 (z), Ll z/E [At (s) + ttL 

{Nr(Eo, E, t, fl)} 5r 

= H4 (s) /I [s, K(z-s)/2(z), L]/[Al(s) +ttl. 

(14') 

(15') 

The quantity s is defined here by the condition 
cp 1( s, v, a)= 0. The expressions (14) and (15) be
come simpler when z « 1 and z » 1: 

{P (Eo, E, t, fl)}sr /z~1 = H4 (s) /2 [s, s/2, L] z2/E [At (s) + ttl. 

{Nr (Eo, E, t, e)}•r/z<:t 
(14") 

= H4 (s) /2 [s, (2 - s)/2, Ll 21-szsr (I - s/2)/r (s/2), 
(15") 

where s is determined by the condition cp 2(s, v, a) 
= 0. Further, 

{P (Eo, E, t, fl)}'r /z>t = ·{P (Eo, E, t)}'rfa (s, <) z, (14"') 

{N p (Eo, E, t, fl)}'r lz>t = {N p (Eo, E, t)}'rfa (s, z) s, (15"') 

where s is determined by the condition cp 3(s, a) 
= 0. 

For the photon angular distribution functions, 
analogous calculations for the case E0 = oo lead to 

*The solutions obtained with these sources can play the 
role of Green's functions for sources of more complicated form. 

{r (Eo E t O)}'r = 6 (Eo-E) 6 (fl) (e-l't-e-cr,t) 
' ' ' 2n(cro-~L) 

+2 {f (Eo, E, t) }'r/4 [s, K(z-s);2 (z) I , (16) 

{Nr (Eo E t fl) }5r = 6 (f)) (e-l'l- e-cr,l) 
' ' ' 2n {cr0 - f.l) 

+2{Nr(Eo, E, t)}'r/4 [s, h (s, z)J<-<'+2>12 , (17) 

where s is determined by the condition y +a= 0. 
If the dependence of s on (} is included, we get 

{r (E E t fl)}sr = 6 (Eo- E) 6 (fl) (e-l'l _ e-cr,l) 
0 ' ' ' 2n(cr0 -f.L} 

+ H4 (s) C (s) ft [s, K<2-s);2 (z), L 1 s!E [At (s) 

+ O'ol [A.t (s) + ttl. (16') 

where s is determined by the same condition as 
in (15'); 

{Nr (Eo E t 6) }sr = 6 (e) (e-l't - e-cr,t) 
' ' ' 2n {cr0 -~L) 

+ H4 (s) C (s) /I [s, FI (s, <), Ll s/[AI (s) 

+ crol [AI (s) +ttl z<Hs)/2, (17') 

and s is determined by the condition cp 4 ( s, a) = 0. 
When z « 1 and z » 1, the foregoing formulas 
can be more conveniently written as 

{r (E E t 8)} srI = 6 (Eo- E) 6 (f)) (e-l'l- e-cr,l) 
o. ' ' z<I 2n (cro-lL) 

+ H4 (s) C (s) /2 [s, (2 - s)/2, Ll 
s21-'z'f(1-•/•) . 

X E [/.1 (s) + crol [l.t (s) +ILl r (s/2) ' 

here s is determined by the condition 
'P2 [s, (2-s)/2, a]= 0. Further, 

(16") 

{f (Eo. E, t, fl)}'r !z>t = {f (E0 , E, t)}'rfa (s, z) s, (16'") 

where s is determined by the condition cp 3( s, a) 
= 0. 

2) Our problem can also be solved when elec
trons of given energy are generated along the en
tire path of the shower. The general outline of the 
solution is the same as given in item 1). We there
fore give only the final results. 

If we assume E0 = oo, i.e., disregard the de
pendence of s on e, we obtain the following ex
pressions for the angular distribution functions 
of the electrons: 

{P (Eo, E, t, 6)} 5 P 

= 2 {P (Eo, E, t)}'Pf4 [s, K,12 (z)l zls, (18) 

{N r (Eo, E, t, O)}'P 

= 2 {Nr (Eo, E, t)}'Pf4 [s, K<2-s);2 (z)l. (19) 
In (18) and (19), s is determined by the condition 
y +a= 0. 

If the dependence of s on (} is taken into ac
count, we obtain 

{P (Eo, E, t, fl}sp = Ht (s) /t [s, Ks;2 (z), Ll!E [AI (s) + f.ll. 
(18') 
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where s is determined from cp 1(s, s/2, a)= 0, and 

{Np(Eo, E, t, 9)}5P 

= HI (s) {1 [s, K(2-s);2 (z), L]/[J,I (s) + rtl. (19') 

where sis determined from cpds, (2-s)/2, a] 
= 0. 

Formulas (18') and (19') can be rewritten for 
z « 1 and z » 1 as 

{P (Eo, E, t, 6)}5P lz~1 

= HI (s) {2 [s, s/2, Ll z2/E [AI (s) + I-tl. (18") 

{N p (Eo, E, t, 6)}5P lz~1 

= HI (s) {2 [s, (2- s)/2, L)2I-sz•r (1 -s/2)/f(s/2); 
(19") 

Here s is given by the condition cp 2 (s, v, a)= 0. 
Further, 

s < s (18111) {P (Eo, E, t, 9)} P lz>I = {P (Eo, E, t) Pfa (s, z) Z, 

{N p (Eo, E, t, B)}5P lz>I = {N p (Eo, E, t)} 5Pfa (s, z) s. (19 111 ) 

The quantity s is determined in (18"') and (19 111 ) by 
the condition cp 3 ( s, a) = 0. 

For the photon angular distribution functions, 
disregarding the dependence of s on (), we obtain 

{f (Eo, E, t, O)}sp = 2 {f (Eo, E, t)} 5Pf4 [s, K<2-s);2 (z)l, (20) 

{Nr (Eo, E, t, 6)}'P 

= 2 {Nr (Eo, E, t)} 5 Pf4 !s, f 1 (s, z)] z-<s+2)!2• (21) 

In (20) and (21) s is determined by the condition 
y +a= 0. With allowance for the dependence of s 
on () we get 

{f (Eo, E, t, e)}•P 

= Ha (s) {I [s, K<2-s);2 (z), L] s/E [AI (s) + rtl. (20') 

{Nr (Eo, E, t, 6)}5 P 

= Hs (s) {1 [s, PI (s, z), Ll s/[AI (s) + rtl. (21') 

In (20') and (21') s is defined by cp 4 ( s, a) = 0. 
When z « 1 or z » 1 we can rewrite (20') as 

{f (Eo, E, t, O)}sp lz...:;1 

= Ha (s) {2 [s, (2- s)/2, L] s2I-szsr (1 - s/2)/E [Al (s) 

+ rtl r (s/2), (20") 
where s isgivenby cp 2 [s, (2-s)/2,a]=O and 

{f (Eo, E, t, 6)}5P lz>I = {f (Eo, E, t)}sp = fa (s, z) s, (20 111 ) 

where s is given by the condition cp 3 ( s, a) = 0. 
We note that in the formulas of Sec. 2 the cas

cade parameter s cannot be greater than sJ.L, cor
responding to equilibrium of the secondary electron
photon showers and the primary radiation, no mat
ter what value t has. Therefore the form of the 
energy spectrum in the region of large energies 
differs greatly from the energy spectrum of the 
ordinary shower, generated by a primary particle 
of specified energy. Consequently, the angular 
distribution function under consideration, particu
larly in the region () « 1, will differ greatly from 
the corresponding function of the ordinary shower. 
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